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Little American Royal – April 18, 2009

L-R: Aaron Kadavy, LAR Emcee; Tiffany Poet, Show secretary; Billy Brown, LAR president; Jamie Herman, LAR secretary; Cody Bornholdt, LAR treasurer; Absent: Brandon Harder, LAR vice president.

L-R: Jamie Herman, LAR secretary; Cody Bornholdt, LAR treasurer; Dr. Melvin Hunt, 2009 LAR Dedicatee; Billy Brown, LAR president.
L–R: Dan Shike, Swine Judge; Becky Wical, Grand champion swine showman; Jamie Herman, LAR secretary, Billy Brown, LAR president; Cody Bornholdt, LAR treasurer.

A sheep class in the LAR show ring.
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A dairy class in the LAR show ring.